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I. INTR~D~JCTION 
For a control system to be an effective device in the modeling of a 
physical process, it is essential that its properties which have a direct 
physical interpretation not be unduly sensitive to small variations in the 
system data. This observation leads to the study of the well-posedness (or 
structural stability) of a variety of qualitative properties of control systems. 
Two such properties that will concern us here are those of accessibility (the 
ability to reach a subset of the state space having nonempty interior from 
every initial state) and complete controllability (the ability to reach the entire 
state space from every initial state). These properties are of particular 
significance in geometric control theory, where the state space is aflowed to 
be a differentiable manifold and a control system is viewed as a system of 
vector fields on that manifold. 
In [ 61 H. Sussmann has proved (among other things) that for finite 
systems of vector fields the accessibility and complete controllability 
properties are stable under small perturbations in the fine C’ topology. The 
key idea in Sussmann’s reasoning appears to be his introduction of the 
related property of normal accessibility ([6, p. 2961; see also Section II for a 
precise definition). The normal accessibility property involves a maximal 
rank condition on the derivatives of certain CL mappings associated to the 
system of vector fields, and it is natural to expect such a condition to be 
stable under small perturbations in the fine C’ topology. While it is readily 
apparent that the normal accessibility property implies the accessibility 
property, the rather surprising fact is that the two properties are actually 
equivalent. Sussmann gives a proof of this equivalence in his paper 16, 
Theorem 4.1], but there appears to be a gap in the reasoning. We will 
comment on this in more detail at the beginning of Section III. 
The equivalence of accessibility and normal accessibility is fundamental to 
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the results derived by Sussmann in [6]. It is the author’s opinion that this 
equivalence is probably fundamental to the study of a wide variety of strut- 
tural stability questions involving controllability properties of nonlinear 
systems. For these reasons an alternative proof of the equivalence of 
accessibility and normal accessibility would seem desirable. 
Our aims in this paper are threefold: 
(i) to give an alternative proof of the equivalence of the accessibility 
and normal accessibility properties; 
(ii) to prove that complete controllability is stable under small pertur- 
bations in the fine Co (as opposed to C’) topology; 
(iii) to prove the result stated in (ii) for arbitrary (i.e., possibly 
infinite) systems of C’ vector fields. 
Along the way, we will obtain another result which is of interest. Namely, if 
S is a completely controllable system of C’ vector fields on a manifold M, 
then there exists a countable subset So E 5’ such that So is completely 
controllable; furthermore, if M is compact, then So can be chosen to befinite 
(see Corollaries 4.9 and 4.10). 
The results quoted in (ii) and (iii) above improve to some extent the 
earlier work of Sussmann [6]. However, the careful reader will notice that 
some of our techniques of proof are direct extensions of the techniques 
employed by Sussmann. Thus we cannot overemphasize the influence of 
Sussmann’s work on this paper. The author also wishes to thank Professor 
Sussmann for a helpful conversation. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M denote a finite-dimensional, second-countable, Hausdorff differen- 
tiable manifold of class Ck with k > 2 and set n = dim M. These assumptions 
imply that M is a metrizable topological space. Let TM denote the tangent 
bundle of M (TM is a differentiable manifold of class Ckeml) and let 
7~: TM + M denote the canonical projection. We fix once and for all a metric 
d on M compatible with the manifold topology and a Finsler structure w on 
TM [4, Definition 4.61; the Finsler norm of a tangent vector v E TM will be 
denoted by ]]v]],. 
Recall that a C’ vector~eid on M is a C1 mapping X: M -+ TM such that 
n o X is the identity mapping on M. Let V’(M) denote the set of all C’ 
vector fields on M. We equip V’(M) with the weak Co topology, whose 
de~nition we now recall. For X E Y’(M) and K E M compact we set 
Wlx = maxWWllw Ix E 0 
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furthermore, for X f V”(M), KC_ M compact, and 6 > 0 we set 
P(X;K,d)= {YE V’(M)IIIY-x11, (6). 
It is easily seen that the family of sets 
(P(X; K, S) / X E Y’(M), K c M compact, 6 > 01 
forms an open basis for a topology on V”(M), which is called the weak Co 
topology. This topology is independent of the choice of the Finsler structure 
o and is separable and metrizable [5, p. 351. It follows that every set of C’ 
vector fields on M has a countable dense subset. 
For X E Y’(M) and x E M we let t H X,(x) denote the maximal integral 
curve of X passing through x at time t = 0. The mapping (t, x) ++ X,(x) is 
called the global flow of X, the global flow is defined on an open subset of 
R x M and is of class C’. We let g(X) E R x M denote the domain of 
definition of the global flow of X. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S c: V’(M), let S” denote the m-fold Cartesian 
product of S with itself (m E N), and let .Y’ = U,“=, S”. Elements of 9 are 
referred to as finite S-sequences 16, p. 2951. For (x,y) E M X M we say that 
y is reachable from x via S if there exist a finite S-sequence (Xl,..., X4) and 
nonnegative real numbers Sl ,*a-, sq such that the expression 
(X;q 0 ..+ o X:,)(x) is defined and equals y. We let A,(x) denote the set of all 
points in M that are reachable from x via S. The set A,(x) is called the 
reachable (or attainable) set of S from x. 
DEFINITION 2.2 17, p. 1091. A family S of C’ vector fields on M is said 
to have the accessibility property if for every x EC M the reachable set A,(x) 
has nonempty interior. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let S cz: V’(M), let (x, y) E M x M, and let k be an 
integer satisfying 0 < k < n = dim M. We say that y is normally k-reachable 
from x via S if there exist a finite S-sequence (Xl,..., Xq) and positive real 
numbers s, ,..., s, such that the expression (Xy, o .I+ o Xi,)(x) is defined and 
equals y and the mapping 
0 I,.**, tq) b (XYq Q **- o q)(x), 
which is defined and C’ on an open neighborhood of (s, ,..., sq) in Rq, has 
rank k at (si ,..., sq). 
DEFINITION 2.4 [6, p, 2961. A family S of C’ vector fields on h4 is said 
to have the normal accessibility property if for every x E M there exists 
y E A,(x) such that y is normally n-reachable from x via S. 
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reparks 2.5 (6, p. 296). (i) If S has the normal accessibility property, 
then S has the accessibility property. This is an immediate consequence of 
the surjective mapping theorem [2, p. 378). 
(ii) If w is reachable from y, y is normally n-reachable from x, and x 
is reachable from z, then w is normally n-reachable from z; 
III. ACCESSIBILITY IMPLIES NORMAL ACCESSIBILITY 
In this section we will prove that the accessibility property implies the 
normal accessibility property (hence, by Remark 2.5(i) the two properties are 
equivalent). Before we begin with the details of the proof, we will first give a 
brief discussion of Sussmann’s original proof of this fact 16, Theorem 4.11 
and indicate why we feel that an alternative proof is desirable. In general 
terms the idea behind our proof is a direct extension of Sussmann’s idea, but 
the specific details of the argument become somewhat involved. 
A capsule summary of Sussmann’s reasoning goes as follows. Argue by 
contradiction and assume that S is a family of C’ vector fields on M that 
has the accessibility property, but does not have the normal accessibility 
property. Then for some x0 E M there is no point y E A,@,) such that y is 
normally n-reachable from x, via S. Let k denote the largest integer in 
{ l,.“, n} for which there exists a point y E A,(x,) such that y is normally 
k-reachable from x0 via S. The choice of x0 implies that k < n. Using Zorn’s 
lemma, Sussmann obtains a maximal (with respect o inclusion), connected, 
k-dimensional, C’ immersed submanifold N of M such that N s As&,) and 
every vector field of S is “tangent” to N (see Definition 3.1). 
Sussmann then attempts to show that N is forward S-invariant; i.e., if 
x E N, X E S, t > 0, and X,(x) is defined, then X,(x) f N. If we momentarily 
grant the truth of this assertion, then Sussmann’s argument can be concluded 
quickly. The forward S-invariance of N clearly implies that A,(x) c: N for 
every x E N. But N is a connected submanifold of M of positive 
~odimension. The topological assumptions on M imply that N has empty 
interior relative to M. Consequently, int A,(x) = 0 for every x E N, which 
contradicts the fact that S has the accessibility property. 
However, the reasoning employed by Sussmann to prove the forward 
S-invariance of N would appear to prove the foilowing slightly more general 
result. Let S be a family of C’ vector fields on M and let N be a maximal, 
connected, k-dimensional, C’ immersed submanifold of M such that every 
vector field in S is tangent to N, then N is forward S-invariant. 
It is the opinion of the author that this last result is not true. For example, 
it should be possible to construct a family S of vector fields in R3 such that 
one of its reachable sets has the form displayed in Fig. 1. This set can be 
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FIG. 1. A reachable set A in Rz having no forward S-invariant, two-dimensional 
submanifolds containing the initial point x0. 
obtained from a rectangular strip (Fig. 2) by putting a slit at each end, giving 
the strip a quarter twist, and joining the ends through the slits. Denoting this 
reachable set by A, we can arrange things so that the sets A\{p} and A\{q} 
are both maximal, connected, two-dimensional, immersed submanifolds of 
IR3, every vector field of S is tangent to A\{ p} and A\(q}, but neither of 
these sets is forward S-invariant. 
Sussmann’s basic idea is to show that in the absence of normal 
accessibility there is a forward S-invariant subset of M having empty 
interior. This prevents the reachable set from any point of this forward 
S-invariant subset from having any interior and thus precludes the 
accessibility property. We propose to follow more-or-less the same idea, but 
with one modification. Rather than show that there is a forward S-invariant 
subset of M which consists of a single connected submanifold of M of 
positive codimension, we will show that there is a forward S-invariant subset 
of M which consists of a countable union of connected submanifolds of M of 
positive codimension. Such a set still has empty interior in M, so the proof 
can proceed as above. 
When the family of vector fields S is countable, it is fairly easy to 
implement this alternative line of reasoning to prove that accessibility implies 
normal accessibility. In fact, for S countable this result is an immediate 
FIG. 2. A rectangular strip used to construct the reachable set in Fig. 1. 
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consequence of our Proposition 3.10 (one must observe that the set $2, in 
Proposition 3.10 is forward T-invariant). The major difficulty seems to arise 
when S is uncountable. In this case we will, in very rough terms, choose a 
countable dense subset S, of S (in the weak Co topology) and compare the 
reachable sets of S with the reachable sets of So. 
We now commence with the details of our argument. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let N c: M be a C’ immersed submanifold of M and let 
i: N -+ M denote the inclusion mapping. A vector lield X E Y’(M) is said to 
be ~~~ge~~ to N if for every x E N we have X(x) E image di, (& denotes the 
differential of i). In this case there is an induced Co vector field X: N+ TN 
which is defined by the relation di 0 X =X o i. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X E VI(~) be tangent to a C’ immersed 
submanifold NE M. Then for every x0 E N there exist an E > 0 and a subset 
V, c N containing x,, and open in the topology of N such that (--E, s) x V, 5 
g(X) and 
(t, x) E (-8, E) x V, => X,(x) E N. 
Proof: Let X denote the Co vector field on N induced by X. Fix x, E N, 
let (cp, U) be a C’ chart of N at x0, and let X,: p(v)- Rk (k=dim N) 
denote the local representative of X with respect o (9, U) given by 
X,(Y) = dcrq,,tW-‘ty)))> Y.E (owl- 
By the Carathiodory existence theorem of ordinary differential equations [3] 
there exist an E > 0, an open neighborhood W,, of p(xo) with W, C_ &U), and 
a mapping a: (-e, E) x W, --t q(U) such that for every y E W, we have 
@4 Y) = YY 
t E (-E, E). 
We appeal to the Caratheodory theorem here because the mapping X, may 
only be continuous. Set V, = q-‘( W,) and define p: (-6, E) x V, -+ M by 
F(f, x) = (i 0 p-l 0 a>(& P(X)), 
where i: N -+ M is the inclusion mapping. Clearly the image of ,U is contained 
in N and a routine computation shows that for every x E V, the mapping 
1 t-, ,~(t, x) of (--E, E) into M is an integral curve of X passing through x at 
time t = 0. Hence we have X,(x) = p(t, x) E N for every (t, x) f (--E, E) x V,. 
This completes the proof. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X f V’(M) be tangent to a C’ immersed 
submanifold N c: M. Let x,, E N, let i> 0 be such that X,(x,) is defined 
(in M)fir t E [0, I], and let 
t* = sup{s E [0, t] ] X,(x) E Nfor every t E [0, s]}. 
Then either t” = i or X,(x,) E Nfor every t E [0, t”) and X,*(x,) & N. 
Prooj From Proposition 3.2 it follows that t* > 0. Assume that t” < t. 
By the definition of t* it is clear that X,(x,) E N for every t E [0, t*). If 
X,&J E N, then another application of Proposition 3.2 yields an E > 0 such 
that (t* - E, t* + E) c [0, I] and 
ftl < E~X,(X,*(X~))=X,+,*(X,)EN. 
We infer that Xt(x,) E N for every t E [O, t* + E), which contradicts the 
definition of t*. Hence if t* < t, then X,,(x,) &N and the proof is 
complete. 1 
We continue to present some results about C’ vector fields that are 
tangent to C’ submanifolds of M, but we will henceforth assume that the 
submanifolds are embedded rather than immersed. Thus the topology of the 
submanifold coincides with the topology that it inherits from M as a 
topological subspace. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let XE V’(M) be a tangent to a C’ embedded 
submanl~o~d NE M. Let i > 0 and let V, be an open subset of N such that 
[0, I] x V, C_ g(X) and 
(t, x) & [O, i] x V,, *X,(x) E N. 
Then the mapping of [O, i] x V, into N given by (t, x) t-t X,(x> is co~ti~~o~s 
in the topology of N. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of the following elementary 
fact from topology. Let 3E and g be topological spaces, let X, E 3E and 
r),, C_ ?I be subspaces, and let J X -+ ?‘l be a continuous mapping such that 
f(X,) G 9, ; then the induced mapping fO: X, + Q0 is continuous. 
Remark 3.5. From properties of submanifolds [8, p. 261 it follows that 
the mapping (t, x) ++ X,(x) of [O, i] x V0 into N is of class C’. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let X f V(M), let x0 E M, and let [a, b] be a compact 
interval such that [a, b] x ix,] c g(X). Then for every E > 0 there exist an 
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open neighborhood V, of x,, , a compact set C G A4, and a 6 > 0 such that 
YE V’(M) and ]] Y-X]], < 6 imply that [a, b] x V, c g(Y) and 
d(Y,(z), x,(w)) < E forevery tE [a,b] andz,wE V,,. 
ProoJ: See [4, Proposition 4.81. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let XE V’(M), let [a, b] be a compact interval, and 
let K s M be a compact set such that [a, b] X KC g(X). Then for every 
E > 0 there exist a compact set C c A4 and a 6 > 0 such that YE V’(M) and 
(] Y-X]], < 6 imply that [a, b] x KG g(Y) and 
t E [a, bl, z,wEK, and d(z, w) < 6 3 d(Y,(z), X,(w)) < E. 
Proof: This follows by Proposition 3.6 and a routine compactness 
argument. I 
The next result refines the preceding one to the case where the vector fields 
X and Y are tangent to a C’ embedded submanifold of M. We preface this 
result with one piece of notation. If A, B EM are arbitrary nonempty 
subsets, then 
dist[d, B] = inf{d(x, y) ( (x, y) E A x B}. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let X E V’(M) be tangent to a C’ embedded 
submanifold N G M, let f > 0, and let KC N be a compact set such that 
[0, t] x KG g(X) and 
(t, x) E [0, I] x K 3 X,(x) E N. 
Then for every E > 0 there exist a compact set C E M and a 6 > 0 such that 
if YE V’(M) is tangent to N and satisfies ]] Y-X]], < 6, then [O, i] x Kc 
g(Y) and 
(t, x) E [0, I] x K 3 Y,(x) E N and W,(x), x,(x>> < e. 
ProojI By Proposition 3.4 the mapping (t, x) tt X,(x) of [0, I] x K into 
N is continuous, so the set 
H = {x,(x> I 0, x> E [O, II x K) 
is a compact subset of N. Let W be an open subset of N such that H G W 
and cl, W (the closure of W with respect to the topology of N) is compact in 
N. The existence of W follows from the local compactness of N. Let 
s’ = Lin(a, dist[H, NjW]} 
if N is compact, 
if N is noncompact. 
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Observe that s1 > 0, since for N noncompact H is a nonempty compact 
subset of N, N\W is a nonempty (since N\W 2 .!!$A, W # 0) closed subset 
ofN,andHn(qW)=0. 
By Proposition 3.7 there exist a compact set CC M and a S > 0 such that 
if YE V’(M) satisfies ]] Y-X]], < 8, then [O, i] X KG g(Y) and 
(t, x) E [0, f] x K => d(Y,(x), X,(x)) < cl < E. 
It will suffice to show that under the additional assumption that Y is tangent 
to N we have Y,(x) E N for every (t, x) E [0, i] X K. 
We use Proposition 3.3 applied to the vector field Y. Fix x E K and let 
t* = sup{s f [0, f] / Y,(x) E N for every t E [0, s] 1. 
Then 0 < t* < i and for t f [O, t*) we have Y,(x) E N. If N is compact, then 
the continuity of Y,(x) in t yields Y,,(x) E N. If N is noncompact, then for 
t E [0, t*) we have 
d(Y,(x),X,(x)) < E, < dist[H, N/W]. 
Since X,(x) E H, we obtain 
dist[Y,(x), H] < dist[H, NW], 
which implies that Y,(x) E WE cl, W. The compactness of cl, W and the 
continuity of Y,(x) in t yield Y,,(x) E cl, WC N. 
Thus in either case we have Yt,(x) EN. Proposition 3.3 implies that 
t* = i, so we infer that Y,(x) E N for t E [O, q. This completes the proof. g 
LEMMA 3.9. Let W, G !R4 be an open set, let f: W,,- M be a C1 
mapping, and assume that f has rank k at each point of W, (1 < k < 
min { 9, n 1). Then Jar euery (s , ,..., sg) E W, there exists an open neighborhood 
w, of 6 , ,..., sJ with W, G W,, such that for every nonempty open subset 
WE W, the set f( W) is a CL embedded k-dimensional submanifold of M. 
Proof: This is a consequence of the rank theorem [2, p. 39 11. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let Tc V’(M) be a countable subset, let x, E M, 
and for x E A&x,) let 
r(x) = max{j E (0, l,..., n 11 x is normally j-reachable from x, via T}. 
Assume that r(x) < n for every x E A,(x,) and let 
k = max{r(x) ] x E A,(x,)t < n. 
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Then the set 
fz, = fx E A JX@) / r(x) = k] 
is first category in M. 
ProoJ For m E N let Tm denote the m-fold Cartesian product of T with 
itself and let iif = U,“=, Tm denote the set of all finite T-sequences. Observe 
that d is countable because T is countable, Let d = (Y’,..., Yp) E d and let 
g:(d) denote the set of all points (So,..., s,,) E IR” such that si > 0 for 
1 < i ,<p, the expression (YfD 
(t 
0 ss. 0 Yi,)(x,,) is defined, and the C’ mapping 
1 )...) tp) w ( YfD 0 ’ * * 0 Y:,)(x,) has rank k at (s I ,..., sp). Then g:(A) is an 
open (possibly empty) subset of I?; this follows from the maximality 
property of k, the fact that the rank of a C’ mapping is locally 
nondecreasing, and the openness of the domain of de~nition of the global 
flow of a C’ vector field. Let f4: !28: (d) + M denote the C’ mapping defined 
by 
fd(fl ,*a*, $1 = (Yfo O **- O y:,><x,>. 
By Lemma 3.9 we can write 22:(d) = !JE, Wi, where for every i E N the 
set Wi is open and fd( Wi> is a C’ embedded k-dimensional submanifold of 
M. Since k < n, it follows that 
fA(G-?k”‘(d))= 6 fd(wi) 
i=i 
is a countable union of first category sets and hence is first category in M. 
Likewise 
is first category in M I 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for a compact subset of 
the image of a continuous mapping to be “stable” under small perturbations 
of the mapping. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let X be a topological space, let h: X -+ M be a 
continuous mapping, and let CC hfZ) be a compact set such that h has a 
continuous local right inverse at every point of C. Then there exist a compact 
set K E ;X and an E > 0 such that if h: K -+ M is any continuous mapping 
satisfying d(h(x), h(x)) < E for every x E K, then C G h(K). 
Proof: See [4, Theorem 3.31. II 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 3.12. Let S be a family of C’ ~ector~eZds on M. If S has the 
accessibility property, then S has the normal accessibility property. 
Proof We argue by contradiction and assume that S has the 
accessibility property, but does not have the normal accessibility property. 
Then for some x,, E A4 there is no point y E A,@,) such that y is normally 
n-reachable from x0 via S. Let k denote the largest integer in (l,..., n) for 
which there exists a point x1 E As(xo) such that x, is normally k-reachable 
from x,, via S. By assumption k < n and by definition there exist a finite 
S-sequence (Xl,..., X4) and positive real numbers s,,..., s, such that 
tx:, o ... 0 X,~,)(,u,) =x, and the mapping 
which is defined and C’ in an open neighborhood of (sr ,..., ss) in R4, has 
rank k at (sl ,..., sJ The maximality property of k implies that there exists an 
open neighborhood ly, of (s, ,..., s,J in R4 such that f is defined and has rank 
k on W,. By Lemma 3.9 there exists an open neighborhood W, of (s, ,..., sq) 
in lR9 with W, c W, such that for every nonempty open subset W c: W, the 
set f (w) is a C’ embedded k-dimensional submanifold of M. There is no loss 
of generality in assuming that all coordinates of all points of W, are positive 
real numbers. Consequently, f (W,) c As(xo). 
To enhance readability, the remainder of the proof will be presented as a 
series of claims. 
Claim 1. Let (Yr,.,., Yp) be a finite S-sequence, let rl ,..., rp be 
nonnegative real numbers, and let W, E W, be an open set in lR4 such that 
cc, 0 =*‘ 0 Y:,)(x) is defined for every x Ef( W,). Then 
is a C’ embedded k-dimensional subm~ifold of M and every vector field in 
S is tangent o N. 
Proof of Claim 1. By the way the open set W, G Rq was chosen, the set 
f( W2) is a C’ embedded k-dimensional subm~ifold of 84. For each 
i= 1 ,...,p the mapping x I--+ Y~$v) is a C’ diffeomorphism of one open 
subset of M onto another. Such a mapping carries C’ embedded 
subm~ifolds onto C’ embedded submanifolds of the same dimension. 
Therefore N as defined above is a C’ embedded k-dimensional submanifold 
of M. 
Let YE S be arbitrary and let 
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for (t i ,..., tq) E W, and t near 0. Fix (i, ,..., &J E W, and set z,, =f(r, ,..., Q, 
z1= CYfp 0 *.a 0 Y:,(z,)). An easy computation yields 
a&Y 
z (02 ,,..., i,) - 
- Y((Y~~~ a** 0 Y:, of)(f,,..., i,))= Y(z,) (1) 
and 
al? 0 * * * 0 
at, 
l<i<q. 
(0.i I,..., s,, 
= d( Yfo r:,>, 
’ 
(2) 
It is clear that the tangent vectors (2) are tangent o N at the point z, . 
By the maximality property of k and the fact that g(t, t, ,..., tq) E A&,) 
for (tl ,..., tq) E W, and t > 0, the mapping g must have rank k at (0, i, ,..., i,). 
Consequently, the tangent vectors (1) and (2) span a k-dimensional subspace 
of T,,M. But the mappingfhas rank k at (i, ,..., i,), so the tangent vectors 
span a k-dimensional subspace of T,,M. Since the differential 
4Y;D 0 ... 0 Y;,),,: T+M+ T,,M 
is a linear isomorphism, we infer that the tangent vectors (2) by themselves 
span a k-dimensional subspace of T,,M. It follows that Y(z,) is a linear 
combination of the tangent vectors (2). Since each of the tangent vectors in 
(2) is tangent o N at z1 , we conclude that Y is tangent o N at zI . Because 
z1 can be any point of N, we have Y tangent o N and Claim 1 is proved. 
We now fix a countable dense subset S, of S in the weak Co topology. 
The existence of So was commented on in Section II. 
Claim 2. Let (Y’,..., Y”) be a finite S-sequence, let r, ,..., rp be 
nonnegative real numbers, and let W, E W, be an open set in Rq such that 
CYfD o . . . o Y:,)(X) is defined for every x l f( W,). If 
Y E cq o *** o y:,Kf(w*>>~ 
then there exist a vector field Z E S, and an open set W, C: W, such that 
(Z,, 0 y;,-: 0 . * * o Y:,)(x) is defined for every x Ef( W,) and 
Y E (-q o e:,-: o *** o y:*xfv6)). 
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Proof of Claim 2. By Claim 1 the set 
N= <q,-; o -** O y:,m”Pw 
is a CL embedded ~-dimensional submanifold of M and every vector field in 
S is tangent to N (if p = 1, then set N =f(Wz)). Let z0 f N be such that 
y = YfD(z,,) and observe that [0, rp] x N c g(Yp). By Proposition 3.2 there 
exist an E > 0 and an open subset V0 of N containing z,, such that (-E, E) X 
V,, c G( Yp) and 
(t, x) E (--E, E) x V,, =s Y;(x) E N. 
This yields the implication 
s, 1 E [O, rp]. It-$1 < E, and XE v, 
a Y;(x) = Y;(Yf-,(x)) E Y;(N). 
(3) 
Let O=cr,<a, <--= < al = rp be a partition of [0, r,] of mesh less than E. 
Then using (3) we see that for 1 Q i Q 1 
ai- < t < ai => Yf(Vo) G Yti-,(N)* (4) 
It is clear that the sets YEi( 0 < i < 1, are C’ embedded k-dimensional 
submanifolds of M. Statement (4) yields the inclusion 
Y:i(KJ c Y:iJN) n Y&W), I<i<l. (5) 
Furthermore, for 1 < i < 2 the set Y!i<V,,) is open relative to both of the 
submanifolds Yp ui-,(N) and Yti(N). It is obvious that Yzi(V,) is open relative 
to Y:.(N). Since psi-l(N) is a C’ k-dimensional manifold and Yci(VO) is a 
C’ k-dimensional submanifold of YziWI(N) (note that Yzi(V,) = 
FIG. 3. The chain of k-dimensional submanifolds used in the proof of Claim 2 of 
Theorem 3.12. 
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YP ,j-,.JY:iJVo)); cf. R emark 3.9, the inverse function theorem implies 
that Yz.( V,,) is open relative to Yci-,(N). 
For d < i < I- 1 set Ni = Yc,O; then Ni is a C’ embedded k-dimensional 
submanifold of M and by Claim 1 every vector field in S is tangent to Ni. 
Note that N,, = N. For 1 < i < 1 set zi = y”,i(z,,) and note that z, =y (see 
Fig. 3). 
By the local compactness of N,, there exists an open set U, E N,, such that 
z0 E U,, c clNo U,, c V,, and clN, U,, is compact. Let V, = YL,(UJ; then 
z 1 E I/, and V, c Yz ,( V,,) is open in N, and N, . By the local compactness of 
N, there exists an open set U, G N, such that zr E U, c clN, U, c V, and 
cl,,,, U, is compact. Continuing this process, we obtain sets U,, U, ,..., U,_, 
and V, ,..., VI-, such that: 
(a) for 0 < i < I - 1, Zi E Ui c ~1,~ Vi G Vi E Ni, Vi and Vi are open 
in Ni, and ~1,~ Ui is compact; 
(b) for 1 <i<Z-- 1, Vi= Y~i-,i_,(Ui-,). 
This construction also ensures that: 
(c) for O<i<Z-- 1, VtC Y”,,(V,). 
For 0 < i < I- 1 define mappings hi: Vi -+ A4 by 
and observe that 
hi(vi)= yii+,-ai(vi) s y~i+,-mi(y~i(vO) 
= Y~i+,(V~) c Yzt(N) =Ni 
by (c) and (5). By Proposition 3.4 we can regard hi as a continuous mapping 
of Vi into Ni, O<i<l- 1. 
Let Li = hi(clNi Vi) for 0 < i < I - 1. Then Li is a compact subset of the 
image of hi and it is easy to check that 
zj+l E LjY O<i<l-1, 
and 
hi(V,)~Li~ V~+,, O<i<l-2, 
(6) 
hi-IV-l)ZLi-13 y=z,ELj-,. 
Furthermore, for 0 < i < I- 1 the mapping hi: Vi + Ni has a continuous 
local right inverse at each point of Li given by the mapping x H Yti-ai+,(~) 
(suitably restricted to an open neighborhood in Ni of the point in question). 
By Theorem 3.11 for each i = O,..., I - 1 there exist a compact set K, c Vi 
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and an si > 0 such that if h,: Ki + Ni is any continuous mapping satisfying 
d(hi(x), h,(x)) & si for every x E K,, then L, c h,(K,). 
Since [0, rp] x N G 69(Yp), it is easy to see that 
[O, ai+ 1 - ai] X Ki E @(Up), O<i<l- 1, 
and for 0 < t < cli+ I - CQ we have, using (c) and (4), 
Yf(Ki) C Yf( vi) c Yf(Yzi(vo)) 
= ‘F+ ai( vO) C yLI(NfJ) = Ni. 
Thus for each i = O,..., 1 - 1 Proposition 3.8 yields a compact set Ci G A4 and 
a ai > 0 such that if Z E V’(M) is tangent to /Vi and satisfies 
]]Z - Y’]],, < 6i, then [0, ai+ 1 - ai] X Ki c g(Z) and 
(t, x, E [O, ai+ 1 - ai] X Ki * Z,(X) E Ni and d(Z,(x)9 yf(x)> < &i ; 
in particular, Zai+,-ai(~) is defined for every x E Ki and 
d(Zai+,-ai(x), hi(x)) < &i for every x E Ki. 
By our choice of the real numbers si > 0 and the compact sets Ki c Vi, we 
infer that 
Z ai+,-ai(Ki) 2 Liy (7) 
provided that Z E V’(M) is tangent to Ni and satisfies /IZ - Y”]],, < di, 
O<i<l- 1. 
Let C = 0f-i Ci and let 6 = min{&,..., 6,-i}; then CC A4 is compact and 
6 is positive. Since S, is a dense subset of S in the weak C, topology, there 
exists Z E S, such that I/Z - Yp ]]c < 6. Consequently, for 0 < i < I- 1 we 
have /IZ - Yp]],-, < di and Z is tangent o Ni by Claim 1. It follows from (7) 
that 
Z a!+,-aiCKi) 2 Li, O<i<l- 1. 
Hence we obtain 
Y = zl E L,-, c Za,-&LJ~ 
and for 1 <i<l- 1 
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These relations yield 
Since 
Y E -?y”,Jk 1) 
CZ ~,-a,_,(Zo,_,-,,_,(K~-2)) 
c . . . - 
CZ a,-a,-1(Zal~,-(21-2(... z~,-qwo) ***)I 
= -%-a ,KJ) = q&-J)~ 
K, G N, = N = (Y;:,-: 0 * * * 0 Y$(f( W,)), 
there exists w E W, such that 
Y = (Zr, o yy: o **. o y:,uw). 
By continuity there exists an open set W, c W, such that w E W, and (Zrp o 
yp-1 
rp-I 0 . . . 0 Y:,)(x) is defined for every x Ef( W,). It is obvious that 
Y E (Zr, o q:: o *** o y:,>uF3)h 
so the proof of Claim 2 is complete. 
Claim 3. Let y E A,(x,). Then there exist a finite S,-sequence 
(Zl,..., Zp) and positive real numbers t, ,..., ig, F, ,..., Fp such that 
y = (ZP_ 0 . . . 0 z;, 0 XT ‘P 9 0 . . . 0 Xf,)(x,) 
and the mapping 
(8) 
Proof of Claim 3. The statement is clear if y = x,. If y E A,(x,) and 
YZX,, then there exist a finite S-sequence (Y’,..., Yp) and positive real 
numbers F, ,..., Fp such that 
y=(P ‘P 0 * * * 0 Y;,)(x,) = (Y$, 0 . * ’ 0 Y$f(s, )...) s(J). 
By continuity there exists an open set W, G W, such that (s, ,..., sq) E W, 
and (Y;P o . . . 0 Y+,)(x) is defined for every x Ef( W,). Obviously we have 
Y E cy:!, o *** o y~,xww>. 
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After ~-applications of Claim 2 we obtain vector fields Z’,..., Zp E S, and 
an open set WC_ W, such that 
Y E wp o +** oz;,xfvYH. 
Let (ii ,..., i,) f WC W, be such that 
Y = <zp 0 ‘.a 0 ZQ(f(t‘, )..., i,)) 
= (q,, 0 . *. oz;,ox~ 0 4 * -. 0 Xf,)(x,). 
By our choice of the open set W, 2 IR q the coordinates ii are positive, 
1 < i < q, and the mapping 
has rank k at (I i,..., i,). It follows that the mapping (8) has rank >k at 
(I, )...) iq, 7, )...) p ? ). However, by the maximality property of k the rank is 
precisely k. This completes the proof of Claim 3. 
We now conclude the proof of the theorem. Let 
T= s, u {X’,..., A-}; 
then T is a countable family of C’ vector fieids on M. Let 
Q, = ix 65 4w I x is normally k-reachable from x0 via T}. 
By the maximality property of k we infer from Proposition 3.10 that Q, is 
first category in M. Since M is locally compact, M is a Baire space and it 
follows that int fik = 0. However, Claim 3 implies that A,(x,) c Gk, so that 
int A,(x,) = 0. This contradicts the fact that S has the accessibility property 
and proves the theorem. I 
IV. THE OPENNESS OF CONTROLLABILITY 
IN THE FINE Co TOPOLOGY 
Having established the equivalence of accessibility and normal 
accessibility, we will now show how this result leads to the openness of 
complete controllability in the tine Co topology for arbitrary systems of C’ 
vector fields. One can use similar techniques to prove the openness of the 
accessibility property in the tine Co topology, but we will not do this in 
detail here (see Remark 4.14). Our presentation has been strongly influenced 
by Sussmann’s paper [6] and especially by Sections 3 and 4 of that paper. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let {x’,..., Xq} C Y’(M), let p, s, ,..., s, be positive 
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real numbers such that 0 < p < min{s , ,..., sp}, and let K G M be a compact 
set such that 
xEK and Iti-sil<P7 l<i<q, 
* the expression (Xyq 0 .a+ 0 Xi,)(x) is defined. 
Then for every E > 0 there exist a compact set C G M and a 6 > 0 such that 
if { Yl,..., y4) c V’(M) satisfies 11 Y’ -Xi IJc < 6, 1 < i < q, then 
xEK and Iti-sil <PT l<i<q, 
=S the expression (Yy 9 o ..a 0 Y:,)(x) is defined 
z, w E K, d(z, w) < 4 and ItiwsiI QPY l<i<q, 
* W'fq 0 -** 0 Y;,)(z), (Xi6 0 *. * 0 x:,)(w)) < E. 
Proof: We use induction on q. The case q = 1 follows immediately from 
Proposition 3.7. Let q > 1 be given, assume that the proposition holds for 
q - 1, and let E > 0 be a positive real number. The set 
K, = wq:: o..~oX~,)(x)IxEKandIti-sil<p, l&i<q-1} 
is compact in M, and by assumption [0, sq + p] x K, G g-(X4). Since g-(X4) 
is open in R x M, there exists a compact set Fq c M such that K, E int Fq 
and [0, sq + p] x Fq G @(X9). 
By Proposition 3.7 there exist a compact set C, c M and a 6, > 0 such 
that Y4 E V’(M) and 1) y4 - X91)c9 < 6, imply that [0, s, + p] x F, G g(yS) 
and 
tE [O,s, +pl, 
Let 
z,wEFqg, and d(z, w) < 6, * d(Y;(z), X;(w)) < E. 
min{ 6,) dist [K,, M\int F,] } 
if Mjint Fg = 0, 
if 1M\int Fq # 0; 
note that for M compact we could have M = Fq = int F,, By the induction 
assumption there exist a compact set C,- r G M and a a,-, > 0 such that if 
{Y’,..., Y”-‘} G V’(M) satisfies II Y’ - Xillc,-, < Bq-r, 1 < i Q q - 1, then 
xEK and Itimsil <P? lgi<q-1, 
3 the expression (cqy: o . . . o Y:,)(x) is defined 
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and 
z, w E K, d(z, w) < J,- 1, and Iti-sil GPP, l&i<q-1, 
Then C = C,- r u C, and 6 = min(6,-, , s,} are seen to satisfy our 
requirements. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let S G V’(M) and let (xg , yo) E M x M be such that 
y0 is normally n-reachable from x0 via S. Then there exist a finite set 
{Xl,..., X4} c S, open neighborhoods U of x0 and V of y,,, a compact set 
C c M, and a 6 > 0 such that if {Y’,..., Yg) c V’(M) satisfies 
11 Yi - Xi /lc < 6, f < i < q, then for every (x, y) E U x V y is reachabie from 
x via {Y’,..., Yq}. 
Proof: By the definition of normal n-reachability there exist a finite 
S-sequence (Xl,..., X9) and positive real numbers s1 ,..., s, such that the 
mapping 
f@ I,*-*, ts> = (x;J 4 0 * * - 0 x;,)(x,) 
is defined and C’ on an open neighborhood of (s,,..,, SJ in iRq, 
f(s 1 >***, s,J = yo, and f has rank n at (s I ,..., sJ. Choose a positive real 
number p and an open neighborhood W of x0 such that 0 ( p ( min{s, ..., s4}, 
?@ is compact, and (XF’, o ..a 0 X:,)(x) is defined whenever x E @ and 
j ti - si I < p, 1 G i < q. We can regard f as a C’ mapping of the open set 
C = ((tl p-, tq) E R4 f / ti - Sil < p, 1 < i < q] 
into A4. Since f(s, ,.,,, s4) =y, and f has rank n at (st ,,.., sg), the implicit 
function theorem yields a continuous (in fact C’) local right inverse of the 
mapping .fz Z -+ M at the point y,. Moreover, by continuity of the derivative 
off there exists an open neighborhood V of y,, in M such that p is compact, 
y&f(Z), and f has a continuous local right inverse at each point of r (see 
14, Propositions 3.4 and 5.21). 
From Theorem 3.11 we obtain an E > 0 such that if f: Z -+ iI is any 
continuous mapping satisfying 
d(V, ,..., cJ,f(tl ‘I..., tq>> < E, (tl ,..., tJ E 2, 
then FE f(E). From Proposition 4.1 we obtain a compact set C c M and a 
6 > 0 such that if {Y’,..., Yq} C V’(M) satisfies II Y’ -Xi IIc < 6, 1 Q i < q, 
then 
xf w and Iti-si/ <P, 1 <iis 
* the expression (Go o v + + o Y:,)(x) is defined 
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and 
Z,WE w, 4z, w) < 4 and I4--siI<P, l<i<q, 
* 4(q 0 * - * 0 Y:,)(z), (q 0 * *. 0 x;,)(w)) < E. (9) 
Define U to be the open neighborhood of x,, in M given by 
u= wn{xEMId(x,x,)<6}. 
Suppose that {Y’,..., Yq} G V’(M) satisfies ]( Y’ -Xi (Ic < 6, 1 < i < q, and 
let x E U. Then the expression (cq 0 + .. 0 Y:,)(x) is defined whenever 
]ti-si]<p, 1 <i<q, so that the mapping f:Z-+Mgiven by 
w 1,**-, tq) = (Yf 4 0 * * * 0 Y;,)(x) 
is defined and C’ on Z. Since x, x0 E W and d(x, x0) < 6, we infer from (9) 
that 
d(f(t, Y..., tq)J-(t, ,..., tq)) -c E, (tl ,..., tq> E JY. 
Our choice of E implies that FG f(Z). Consequently, every point of V is 
reachable from x via {Y’,..., Y”}. Since x E U was arbitrary, the proof is 
complete. I 
Let S G V’(M) and let B E A4 be an open set. It is clear that R is also an 
n-dimensional manifold of the same differentiability class as A4 and S 
induces a family of C’ vector fields on R, which we denote by S,. 
Following Sussmann [6, p. 2961, for (x, y) E 52 X R we say that y is 
reachable (resp., normally n-reachable) from x via S within the set 52 if y is 
reachable (resp., normally n-reachable) from x via S, in the manifold R. 
Let (x, y) E M x A4 and suppose that y is reachable (resp., normally 
n-reachable) from x via S. Then there exist a finite S-sequence (Xl,..., X9) 
and nonnegative real numbers , ,..., s, such that (Xz, o . . . o Xi,)(x) is defined 
and equals y. We have a corresponding S-trajectory q: [0, s1 + ... + sq] -+ M 
joining x and y given by 
(~LSlf.. . +sqm,) O q:: o **- O X,>(x) 
Sl + *-- +s,_,<t<s, + ..* +s,. 
Since the image of q is compact and M is locally compact, there exists a 
relatively compact open set 0 5 A4 which contains the image of q. It is 
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evident that y is reachable (resp., normally n-reachable) from x via S within 
S. This observation leads to the following refinement of Proposition 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let S E V’(M) and let (x0, y,J E M x M be .s~ch that 
y, is normally n-reachable from x0 via S. Then there exist a relatively 
compact open set R G M, a finite set {XI,..., X9} c S, open neighborhoods U
of x0 and V of y0 with U, V c a, a compact set C E 0, and a 6 > 0 such that 
if { Yl,..., y9) c V’(M) satis~es /I Y’ -X’//, < 6, 1 < i < q, then for every 
(x, y) E U x V y is reachable from x via { IFI,..., Y”} within 8. 
Proo$ By the remarks preceding the statement of the corollary there 
exists a relatively compact open set 0 such that y, is normally n-reachable 
from x,, via S within f2. The corollary follows by applying Proposition 4.2 to 
the family of C’ vector fields S, on the manifold R. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let S G V’(M) and let K, L be compact subsets of M 
such that for every (x, y) E K x L y is normally n-reachable from x via S. 
Then there exist a relatively compact open set Q E M, a finite set T = 
w ,,.., Xq} c S, a compact set C c a, and a 6 > 0 such that if {Y’,..., Yp) c_ 
V’(M) satis~es 11 Y’ -Xi /Ic < 6, 1 < i < q, then for every (x, y) E K x L y is 
reachable from x via (Y’,..., Y”) within 0. 
Proof: By Corollary 4.3 for every (x, y) E K x L there exist a relatively 
compact open set Q(x, y) (I M, a finite set 7(x, y) = (Z’,..., 2’1 C S, open 
neighborhoods U(x, y) of x and V(x, y) of y, a compact set C(x, y) E: Q(x, y), 
and a 6(x,y) > 0 such that if {Y],..., Y’) G V’(M) satisfies /I Y’ - Zil/ccX,y, (
6(x, y), 1 < i < 1, then for every (z, W) f U(x, y) x V(x, y) w is reachable 
from 2 via { Yr,..., Y’} within Q(x, y). Since K x L is compact and 
KXLE u VXYY) x KTY)5 
fX.Y)EKXL 
there exist (x, , y,) ,..., (x,, y,) E R x L such that 
K x L E 6 U(X,,y,) X V(Xi,y,). 
i=l 
Then Q = uy= 1 Q(Xi , yi), T = Uy= 1 T(Xi 3 y,), C = Up= 1 C(Xi) yi), and 6 = 
min{6(xi, yi) / 1 < i <p} are seen to satisfy our requirements. I 
It will be convenient to state explicitly the following special case of 
Proposition 4.4. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let S s: V’(M) and let K E M be a compact set such 
that for every (x, y) E K x K y is normally n-reachable from x via S. Then 
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there exist a relatively compact open set Q s M and a jkite set T c S such 
that for every (x, y) E K x K y is reachable from x via T within 9. 
DEFINITION 4.6 [6, p. 2961. A family S of C’ vector fields on M is said 
to be completely controllable (resp., normally completely controllable) if for 
every (x, y) E M x My is reachable (resp., normally n-reachable) from x via 
S. 
The following theorem is due to Sussmann. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M be connected and let S c V’(M). Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(i) S is completely controllable. 
(ii) S is normally completely controllable. 
(iii) For every x E M x is normally n-reachable from x via S. 
Proof. See [6, Theorem4.31. 1 
Before turning to the proof of the openness of complete controllability in 
the weak Co topology, we first state some interesting consequences of the 
results derived thus far. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let S E V’(M) be completely controllable. Then for every 
compact set K E M there exists a finite set T E S such that for every (x, y) E 
K x K y is reachable from x via T. 
ProoJ: Theorem 4.7 implies that S is normally completely controllable. 
Hence for every (x, y) E K X K y is normally n-reachable from x via S and 
the result follows from Corollary 4.5. 1 
COROLLARY 4.9. If M is compact and S c V’(M) is completely 
controllable, then there exists a finite set Tc S such that T is completely 
controllable. 
COROLLARY 4.10. If M is noncompact and S c_ V’(M) is completely 
controllable, then there exists a countable set T c S such that T is completely 
controllable. 
ProojI Let (Ki) be a sequence of compact subsets of M such that 
KicKi+, for every i E N and M = Uz 1 K,. By Theorem 4.8 for every 
i E N there exists a finite set Ti G S such that for every (x, y) E Ki X Ki y is 
reachable from x via Ti. Then T = u: 1 Ti is countable and completely 
contrdlable. I 
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We will need two additional propositions for the proof of the main 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let 0 G M be open, let T = {Xl,..., X4} C V’(M) be 
a finite set, let K E R be compact, let Z c R be open, and assume that for 
every x E K there exists y E 2 such that y is reachable from x via T within 
52. Then there exist a compact set C G B and a 6 > 0 such that if 
{Y’,..., Y”} 5 V’(M) satisfies (1 Y’ -Xi IIc < 6, 1 < i < q, then for every x E K 
there exists y E 2 such that y is reachable from x via {Y’,..., Y”} within Q. 
Proof: It suffices to consider the special case where a = M. The general 
case of an arbitrary open set Q c A4 follows from this special case by 
applying the special case to the manifold B and the family of vector fields 
T, induced on R by T. 
By assumption for every x E K there exist a finite T-sequence (Z’,..., 2’) 
and positive real numbers sl,..., s, such that (Zt, o ... o Z~,)(x) E z. It 
follows by continuity that there exists an open neighborhood U, of x such 
that 0, is compact and for every z E 0, the expression (Zi, o ..a o 2i1)(z) is 
defined and is an element of C. Let 
E = dist[(Zi, o - * * 0 Z,‘,>(UJ, k&z] > 0 
(the case M= C is not terribly interesting, so we tacitly assume that 
M\E # 0). Proposition 4.1 yields a compact set C, G M and a 6, > 0 such 
that if {Y’,..., Y’} c V’(M) satisfies 11 Y’ - Z’ll,x < a,, 1 < i < I, then 
(Yf., o a.. 0 Y,,)(z) is defined for every z E 0, and 
W’i, 0 a** 0 Y,‘,)(z), (Zf, 0 *** 0 z;)(z)) < E; 
in particular, (Yf., 0 . . . 0 Ye,) z .X. 
Find such sets U,, C, and positive real numbers 6, for every x E K. Since 
Kc UM U, and K is compact, there exist x1,..., xp E K such that KG 
U$‘= 1 UXi. Then the compact set C = Up= 1 CXi and the positive real number 
6 = min{6+ I 1 < i <p} are seen to satisfy our requirements. I 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let B z M be open, let T= (XI,..., X4} G V’(M) be 
a finite set, let KC 0 be compact, let Z c Q be open, and assume that for 
every x E K there exists y E 2 such that x is reachable from y via T within 
a. Then there exist a compact set C G R and a 6 > 0 such that if 
(Y’,..., Y”} G V’(M) satisftes 11 Y’ - Xi IIc < 6, 1 < i < q, then for every x E K 
there exists y E Z such that x is reachable from y via {Y’,..., Y”} within 52. 
Proof: This follows by applying Proposition 4.11 to the set -T = 
(XE V’(M) I -XE T}. 1 
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We are now prepared to prove the principal result of this section. Our 
argument is based on techniques used by Sussmann to prove a related result 
[6, Lemma 3.91. We have made appropriate modifications to handle infinite 
systems of vector fields and to prove openness in the tine Co topology. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let J be an index set and let S = {X” 1 a E A?‘} be a 
family of C’ vector fields on M indexed by d. If S is completely 
controllable, then there exists a positive continuous function w: M+ (0, 00) 
such that if R = {Y” 1 a E ,pP} is another family of C’ vector fields on M 
indexed by S? which satisfies 
11 Y=(x) - Xa(x)llw < y(x) for every x E M, for every a E d’, 
then R is completely controllable. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.7 S is normally completely controllable. Let (Ki) 
be a sequence of compact subsets of M such that Ki s int Ki+ 1 for every 
i E N and M = UE I Ki. We will construct an associated sequence of 
compact sets (LJ and a collection { Ti I i > 2) of finite subsets of S as 
follows. 
Let L 1 = K, and L, = K,. Since S is normally completely controllable, for 
every (x, y) EL, x L, y is normally n-reachable from x via S. 
Proposition 4.4 yields a relatively compact open set R, G M, a finite set T, = 
(X” I a E A&} E S (Jz s d finite), a compact set C, G Q2, and a 6, > 0 
such that if P, = {Y” I a E dz} E V’(M) satisfies 1) Y” ---A? j/c, < a,, a E d2, 
then for every (x, y) E L, X L, y is reachable from x via P, within Q,. 
For i > 3 the L, and Ti are constructed inductively. Let L, = K, U fi, ; 
then L, is compact and for every (x, y) E L, x L, y is normally n-reachable 
from x via S. Corollary 4.5 yields a relatively compact open set Q3 G M and 
a finite set T, = {X” I a E dI} E S (A$ 5 &’ finite) such that for every 
(x, y) EL, x L, y is reachable from x via T3 within fi3. 
Let i > 3 and assume that we have chosen a compact set Li G M and a 
finite set Ti = {X” 1 a E 4) c S (4 G & finite) such that for (x, y) E 
Li x Li y is reachable from x via Ti within a relatively compact open set Ri. 
Let Li+l =Ki+,Ufii; then Li+, is compact and for every (x, y) E 
Li+, X Li+ 1 y is normally n-reachable from x via S. Corollary 4.5 yields a 
relatively compact open set Qi+ 1 c M and a finite set Ti+, = 
{X” 1 a E d+ 1 } c S (d+ 1 G ~8’ finite) such that for every (x, y) E 
Li+ 1 x L,, , y is reachable from x via Ti+ 1 within Qi+ r . 
By induction we obtain a sequence of compact sets (Li) and a collection 
{ Ti I i > 2) of finite subsets of S which have the following properties: 
(a) for every iE N KiSLic:intLi+,; 
(b) M= ui”=, Li; 
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(c) for every i > 2 and for every (x, y> f L i x L i y is reachable from x 
via Ti within int Li+ I. 
We establish two additional properties. 
Claim 1. For every i > 3 and for every x in the compact set L,\int Li-, 
there exists y in the open set int L,-,\L,-, such that y is reachable from x 
via Ti within the open set int L,,,\L,_,. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let x E Li\intLi_ 1 and let z E int Lie,\Li-,. By 
property (c) above z is reachable from x via Ti within the open set int Lj+ , . 
Hence there exists a T,-trajectory q: [0, i] -+ int Li+ , such that q(O) =x and 
q(Q = z. If q([O, f]) E int Li+ ,\Liez, then we are done. Otherwise q([O, I]) n 
Lim2 # 0 and the set 
is nonempty and closed in [O, i]. Since 0 6Z B, we have i* = inf B > 0. It 
follows that Q$ [0, I*)) c int Li+ ,\Li-, and q(t*) E Lie, c int Li- I. The 
continuity of q yields s E [0, r*) such that q(s) f int Lip,. Therefore the 
T,-trajectory q satisfies q( [O, s]) E int Lj+ I\Li._z, q(O) = x, and q(s) E 
int L,_,\L,_,. This proves Claim 1. 
Claim 2. For every i > 3 and for every x in the compact set L,\int L,-, 
there exists y in the open set int L,- 1\Li-2 such that x is reachable from y 
via Ti within the open set int Li+ ,\Li-,. 
Proof of Claim 2. The proof is very similar to the proof of Claim 1 so 
we omit the details. 
Let i > 3. Using Claim 1 and Proposition 4.11 with f;t = int Li+,\Liez, we 
obtain a compact set Di c int L,+,\L,-, and a Ai > 0 such that if P, = 
{Y”laE~)sV1(M) satisfies ]] Y” - A’” (IDi < ki, a E 4 (recall that 
4 C: S’ is the finite index set of Ti E S), then for every x E L,\int L,- , there 
exists y E int L,-1\ci-.2 such that y is reachable from x via Pi within 
int L,+,\L,-,. 
Using Claim 2 and Proposition 4.12 with fi = int Li+ ,\LiWz, we obtain a 
compact set E, C_ int LI+ ,\Lisz and a pi > 0 such that if Pi = (Y” ] a E 4) c 
V’(M) satisfies I/Y” --X”]lEi < pi, a E 4, then for every x E L,\int Lie., 
there exists y E int Li-,\Liez such that x is reachable from y via Pi within 
int L,, ,\Li-,. 
For i 2 3 we set Ci = Di U E, c int Li+ I\Li-, and 6, = min(&., piI. Let C2 
and 6, be the compact set and positive real number determined above and 
note that C, G int L,. The family of open sets 
{int L3} U {int L,, ,\Li-, / i > 2) 
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is easily seen to be neighborhood finite. Consequently, the family of compact 
sets { Ci ( i > 2} is also neighborhood finite. By a standard argument here 
exists a positive continuous function v: M-+ (0, 00) such that 
X~Ci~W(X)~6i for every i > 2. 
Let R = {Y” ( a E &} be a family of C’ vector fields on M indexed by ~8’ 
such that I( Y”(x) - P(x)jl, < v(x) for every x E A4, for every a E ~2. For 
i>,2letPi={Y”(aE~}ER.Itisclearthatforeveryi>,2wehave 
I( ya - x” llCi < 6i9 aE-$ 
(in fact this holds for every a E _gP). We will show by induction on i that for 
every i > 2 and for every (x, y) E Li x Li y is reachable from x via uj=, Pj. 
Since M = (Jz, Li, this will obviously imply that R is completely con- 
trollable. 
For i = 2 the choice of C, and S, and the inequalities I( Y” - Xal(cJ < 6,, 
a E &*, imply that for every (x, y) E L, x L, y is reachable from x via P,. 
Let i > 2 and assume that for every (x, y) E Li x Li y is reachable from x 
via Uj,, Pi. Let (x,y) E Li+l X Li+l. We must show that y is reachable 
from x via Uf’: Pi. It will be convenient o consider several cases. 
Case 1. x E Li and y E Li. Then y is reachable from x via Uj,, Pj by 
the induction assumption, so obviously y is reachable from x via UjZ: Pj. 




The choice of Di+ , and li+ i implies that there exists z E int L,\L,_ 1 such 
that z is reachable from x via Pi+l. By the induction assumption y is 
reachable from z via lJj= z Pj. Hence y is reachable from x via lJj:i Pi. 
Case 3. xELiandyELi+,\Li. SinceEi+lGCi+, andai+,<pi+,, we 
see that 
IIya~XallCi+, <ai+l, aEgtl, 
*II y” -x”llEi+, < Pi+13 aEd+l. 
The choice of Ei+ , and pi+ I implies that there exists w E int Li\Li_, such 
that y is reachable from w via Pi+ 1. By the induction assumption w is 
reachable from x via (Jj,, Pj. Hence y is reachable from x via Uj+: Pj. 
Case 4. x E Li, l\Li and y E Li+ ,\Fi. Arguing as in Case 2, we obtain 
z E int Li\Li-, such that z is reachable from x via Pi+, . Arguing as in 
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Case 3, we obtain w E int L,\L,-, such that y is reachable from w via Pi+ i. 
By the induction assumption w is reachable from z via uj,, Pi. Hence y is 
reachable from x via ujzf Pj. This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remark 4.14. A result analogous to Theorem 4.13 holds for the 
accessibility property. One must make appropriate modifications to an 
argument given by Sussmann [6, Lemma 3.81, taking into account the results 
developed in the first part of this section. We omit the details. 
We will conclude by briefly discussing a reinterpretation of Theorem 4.13 
for control systems pecified in a more traditional form. 
DEFINITION 4.15 111. Let D be a Hausdorff topological space. A C’ 
control yector field on M with control space ~2 is a continuous mapping 
r: M x J2 -+ TM such that (~0 T)(x, w) = x for every (x, w) E M x J2 and the 
mapping Xw: A4 + TM given by X”‘(x) = 5(x, w) is a C’ vector field on M for 
every w E fz. We let r’(M x R, TM) denote the set of all CL control vector 
fields on M with control space a. 
In the case where M = IR”, there is a natural identification of TIR” with 
IR” x [R”, which in turn leads to an identification of a control vector field 
~:lR”xf2-+7R” with a rnapping~~~x~~~~ [4, Remark2.5(ii)]. It is 
customary in this situation to refer to the control vector field c as the control 
system i =f(x, w). 
Let c: M X 32 -+ TM be a C’ control vector field. A control is a mapping 
U: W -+ D such that u is piecewise constant on every compact subinterval of 
I?. For x E M and u a control we let J(x, U) denote the maximal subinterval 
of K? containing 0 on which a solution of the initial-value problem 
d(t) = ~(O(~), U(Q), o(0) = x, 
can be defined. We denote the solution defined on this maximal subinterval 
bY I+,,,): J(x, u) -+ M. The attainable sel of 4 from x is defined by 
A&x) = (,q,,,,(t) / u is a control, t E J(x, u), and t > O}. 
We say that $ is completely controllable if A,(x) = M for every x E M. 
A C’ control vector field 5: M X R + TM induces a family of C’ vector 
fields S(r) = (Xw ] w E 32) on M, where X”‘(x) = &x, w) for every (x, w) E 
M X Sz. Since the controls have been stipulated to be piecewise-constant 
mappings of K? into J2, it follows easily that A,(x) = A,,&). In particular, r 
is completely controllable if and only if S(c) is completely controllable. 
For c E r’(M x 0, TM) and VI: M x 52 -+ (0, co) continuous, we define 
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As < ranges over T’(M X 0, TM) and v/ ranges over all continuous functions 
of M x R into (0, co), the resulting family of sets N(<; w) is easily seen to 
form an open basis for a topology on T’(M X 0, TM), which we call thefine 
co topology. 
In this context Theorem 4.13 can be recast into the following form. 
THEOREM 4.16. Let r: A4 x Q -+ TM be a completely controllable C’ 
control vector Jield. Then there exists a continuous function VI: M-, (0, 00) 
such that if q: M x 0 - TM is a C’ control vector Jield satisfying 
II v(x, w> - &5 NIL < v(x) fir every (x, w) E M X 9, 
then q is completely controllable. In particular, the set of completely 
controllable control vector fields in T’(M x R, TM) is an open subset of 
T’(M x Q, TM) in the fine Co topology. 
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